GIRL UP
UK LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 2023
28 OCTOBER | DENTSU
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

SABTURDAY

28 OCTOBER | DENTSU

9:00 AM BST
CHECK IN AND WELCOME ACTIVITIES

10:00 AM BST
PLENARY
WELCOME + INTENTION SETTING

EMCEE: MOFIYIN O.
INTERN, GIRL UP

BETHEL K.
INTERN, GIRL UP

ZAYNA Z.
GIRL UP EUROPE
REGIONAL LEADER

CAROL CROPP
DIRECTOR OF
DEVELOPMENT, GIRL UP

KARINA JOUGLA
SENIOR MANAGER OF
GLOBAL OPERATIONS,
GIRL UP

PAULINE MILLER
CHIEF EQUITY OFFICER,
DENTSU EMEA

BREAKING BARRIERS:
INCLUSION OF WOMEN
IN SPORT

JODIE WILLIAMS
2X OLYMPIAN, PUMA
ATHLETE

SIHAM ABDULLAHI
CO-FOUNDER OF
BARAKAH LDN AND
JUNIOR ASSISTANT
PRODUCER AT BUZZ16

AISLING BYRNE-
HANSEN
SPORTS PRESENTER AND
TELEVISION HOST

ANDRE DIXON
CEO, VERGE MAGAZINE

BETHEL K.
INTERN, GIRL UP

STEPHANIE TRAVERS
SENIOR DEVELOPMENT
OFFICER AT MISSION 44
AND DEPUTY TEAM
PRINCIPAL AT X44
RACING TEAM

BRINGING FORTH HOPE:
VOICES IN CLIMATE
CHANGE

JODIE BAILEY-HO
STUDENTS ORGANISING
FOR SUSTAINABILITY
(SOS-UK)

EVA COSTAS
CONSULTANT, UNFCCC

EMMANUELLA K.
GIRL UP TEEN ADVISOR

ZAYNA Z.
GIRL UP EUROPE
REGIONAL LEADER

STORYTELLING THROUGH
DIFFERENT MEDIUMS

MICHELLE KING
CO-CEO AND FOUNDER, THE
CULTURE PRACTICE

AMINAH ALI
FREELANCE CONTENT
CREATOR, MODEL AND
DIVERSITY ADVOCATE

TATIANA F.
GIRL UP LEADER
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

SATURDAY
28 OCTOBER | LONDON

1:30 PM BST
WORKSHOP: HOW TO START A GIRL UP CLUB
TATIANA F.
GIRL UP LEADER
BETHEL K.
INTERN, GIRL UP

WORKSHOP: GIRL UP UK BRAINSTORMING SESSION
KARINA J.
SENIOR MANAGER,
GLOBAL OPERATIONS,
GIRL UP
EMMANUELLA K.
GIRL UP TEEN ADVISOR

2:40 BST - ROTATE WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOP: HOW TO START A GIRL UP CLUB
TATIANA F.
GIRL UP TEEN ADVISOR ALUM
BETHEL K.
INTERN, GIRL UP

WORKSHOP: GIRL UP UK BRAINSTORMING SESSION
KARINA J.
SENIOR MANAGER,
GLOBAL OPERATIONS, GIRL UP
EMMANUELLA K.
GIRL UP TEEN ADVISOR

3:45 PM BST
CLOSING AND CALL TO ACTION

4:00 PM BST
END OF PROGRAMMING
THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS

VISIONARY PARTNERS

GLOBAL PARTNERS